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Master of the Senate
2002-04-23

master of the senate book three of the years of lyndon johnson carries johnson s story through one of its most
remarkable periods his twelve years from 1949 to 1960 in the united states senate at the heart of the book is its
unprecedented revelation of how legislative power works in america how the senate works and how johnson in his
ascent to the presidency mastered the senate as no political leader before him had ever done it was during these
years that all johnson s experience from his texas hill country boyhood to his passionate representation in congress
of his hardscrabble constituents to his tireless construction of a political machine came to fruition caro introduces
the story with a dramatic account of the senate itself how daniel webster henry clay and john c calhoun had made it
the center of governmental energy the forum in which the great issues of the country were thrashed out and how
by the time johnson arrived it had dwindled into a body that merely responded to executive initiatives all but
impervious to the forces of change caro anatomizes the genius for political strategy and tactics by which in an
institution that had made the seniority system all powerful for a century and more johnson became majority leader
after only a single term the youngest and greatest senate leader in our history how he manipulated the senate s
hallowed rules and customs and the weaknesses and strengths of his colleagues to change the unchangeable
senate from a loose confederation of sovereign senators to a whirring legislative machine under his own iron fisted
control caro demonstrates how johnson s political genius enabled him to reconcile the unreconcilable to retain the
support of the southerners who controlled the senate while earning the trust or at least the cooperation of the
liberals led by paul douglas and hubert humphrey without whom he could not achieve his goal of winning the
presidency he shows the dark side of johnson s ambition how he proved his loyalty to the great oil barons who had
financed his rise to power by ruthlessly destroying the career of the new dealer who was in charge of regulating
them federal power commission chairman leland olds and we watch him achieve the impossible convincing
southerners that although he was firmly in their camp as the anointed successor to their leader richard russell it
was essential that they allow him to make some progress toward civil rights in a breathtaking tour de force caro
details johnson s amazing triumph in maneuvering to passage the first civil rights legislation since 1875 master of
the senate told with an abundance of rich detail that could only have come from caro s peerless research is both a
galvanizing portrait of the man himself the titan of capital hill volcanic mesmerizing and a definitive and revelatory
study of the workings and personal and legislative power

JFK, LBJ, and the Democratic Party
2012-02-01

a comprehensive account of jfk s and lbj s leadership of the democratic party in the 1960s

LBJ and the Kennedy Killing
2013-10-01

the author james tague was an eyewitness to the assassination of president kennedy his warren commission
testimony changed history and he is now recognized as a top researcher on the murder of jfk this book takes the
reader from that day in 1963 through the events of 50 years of discovery to document that lyndon johnson and his
cronies were behind the assassination of president kennedy 101 stories in 101 chapters that will answer most ofthe
lingering questions that the reader has had

LBJ and Mexican Americans
2010-07-05

masterfully researched there is no book like this either in the field of lbj literature or in the field of chicano history
mario t garcía author of mexican americans leadership ideology and identity 1930 1960 as he worked to build his
great society lyndon johnson often harkened back to his teaching days in the segregated mexican school at cotulla
texas recalling the poverty and prejudice that blighted his students lives johnson declared it never occurred to me
in my fondest dreams that i might have the chance to help the sons and daughters of those students and to help
people like them all over this country but now i do have that chance and i ll let you in on a secret i mean to use it
this book explores the complex and sometimes contradictory relations between lbj and mexican americans julie
pycior shows that johnson s genuine desire to help mexican americans and reap the political dividends did not
prevent him from allying himself with individuals and groups intent on thwarting mexican americans organizing
efforts not surprisingly these actions elicited a wide range of response from grateful loyalty to in some cases
outright opposition mexican americans complicated relationship with lbj influenced both their political development
and his career with consequences that reverberated in society at large

LBJ
2007
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a dramatic reappraisal of one of the most significant and least understood presidents in american history based on
extraordinary interviews and documents this is lbj as he has never been seen before

LBJ
2022-07-11

from a pulitzer prize winning writer the only single volume biography of the towering yet enigmatic leader from his
humble origins to his rise to america s highest office flawed as a human being lyndon johnson was a towering public
figure of his era a man whose social programs changed america in profound ways in this compelling new biography
irwin and debi unger explore the political and personal influences that made johnson such an unpredictable
charismatic and difficult man depicting his life as a constant tension between political expediency and doing the
right thing for americans

LBJ's 1968
2018-02-22

examines president lyndon baines johnson and his response to the year that he characterized as a year of a
continuous nightmare

Some of It Was Fun: Working with RFK and LBJ
2008-10-17

a lively intimate memoir that vividly recalls the idealism of the kennedy administration as deputy attorney general
under bobby kennedy and then attorney general and under secretary of state for lyndon johnson nicholas deb
katzenbach offers a unique perspective on the civil rights movement vietnam and other issues of the day in this
engaging memoir by turns intensely dramatic and charmingly matter of fact we are treated to a ringside seat for
katzenbach s confrontation with segregationist governor george c wallace over the integration of the university of
alabama his efforts to steer the civil rights act of 1964 through congress and then his transition to the state
department where he served at the center of the storm over vietnam in the political climate of this election season
some of it was fun provides a refreshing reminder of the hopes and struggles of an earlier era speaking both to
readers who came of age in the 1960s and to a generation of young people looking to that period for political
inspiration

ザ・コールデスト・ウインター 朝鮮戦争上
2012-08

1950年 北朝鮮軍の南進により勃発した朝鮮戦争 反共の名の下に 参戦を決定したアメリカだったが それは過酷極まりない戦争への突入だった スターリン 金日成 トルーマン マッカーサー 毛沢東 時の指導者た
ちが抱いた野望と誤算 彼らに翻弄され凍土に消えた兵士たちの血の肉声 その全てから あの戦争の全貌に迫る

LBJ
2011-10-20

lbj aims to expose vice president johnson s active role in the assassination of president kennedy and how he began
planning his takeover of the u s presidency even before being named the vice presidential nominee in 1960 lyndon
b johnson s flawed personality and character traits were formed when he was a child and grew unchecked for the
rest of his life as he suffered severe bouts of manic depression and bipolar disorder he successfully hid this disorder
from the public as he bartered stole and finessed his way through the corridors of power on capitol hill though
records have been uncovered proving some of his aides knew of his mental illness phillip f nelson after years of
researching johnson and the jfk assassination concludes that during his vice presidency johnson suffered
progressively stronger bouts of mental collapse as he was busy undermining kennedy s domestic and foreign policy
initiatives for the purpose of cunningly saving them for his own legacy his involvement with jfk s assassination is
conclusively drawn with both text and photographic evidence showing johnson s knowledge of when and where the
assassination would take place nelson s careful and meticulous research has led him to uncover secrets from one of
the greatest unsolved mysteries in our country s history

LBJ and Conspiracy to Kill Kennedy
2011-02-27

best selling oxford educated investigative author joseph p farrell takes on the kennedy assassination and the
involvement of lyndon baines johnson and the texas machine that he controlled farrell says that a coalescence of
interests in the military industrial complex the cia and lyndon baines johnson s powerful and corrupt political
machine in texas led to the events culminating in the assassination of jfk without the help of the dallas police chief
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and others of the texas underworld including jack ruby the kennedy assassination could not have taken place farrell
analyzes the data as only he can and comes to some astonishing conclusions chapters include oswald the fbi and
the cia hoover s concern of a second oswald oswald and the anti castro cubans the mafia hoover johnson and the
mob the fbi the secret service hoover and johnson the cia and murder incorporated ruby s bizarre behavior the
french connection and permindex big oil the military disturbing datasets doppelgängers duplicates and
discrepancies two caskets two or was that three ambulances one body the case of david s lifton two or is that three
faces of oswald too many or was that too few bullets too many films with too many or too few frames the dead
witnesses jack zangretti maurice brooks gatlin john garret gary underhill guy f bannister jr mary pinchot meyer rose
cheramie dorothy mae killgallen congressman hale boggs the alchemy of the assassination ritual magic and murder
masonic symbolism and the darkest players in the death of jfk lbj and the planning of the texas trip lbj a study in
character connections and cabals lbj and the aftermath accessory after the fact the requirements of coups d État
more

Breach of Trust
2005

explains how the warren commission had a political agenda dictated by the fbi causing it to reach its lone assassin
conclusion and how the commission s own documentation and other papers point to a likely conspiracy theory

The Johnson Years: LBJ at home and abroad
1987

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is
published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions
prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the
register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

Congressional Record
2008

lyndon baines johnson ascended to the presidency in the wake of tragedy to lead the united states through one of
its most violent and divisive decades his troubled presidency was marked by endless controversies over civil rights
the vietnam war foreign policy and law and order issues among others nearly four decades later it s now possible to
reexamine those controversies to illuminate as never before the achievements and failures of one of the nation s
most misunderstood presidents drawing upon a wealth of new sources including recently released phone
conversations these authors shine a bright and probing light on lbj s beleaguered white house tenure collectively
they reinforce the image of johnson as a highly complex president whose very real achievements have been
overshadowed by character flaws and events well beyond his control four chapters focus on lbj s foreign policies
including a positive appraisal of his handling of the 1964 panama crisis but less favorable assessments regarding
the downhill slide into vietnam the six day war and policies toward the communist bloc yet the authors generally
depict a president who contrary to conventional views did not allow his domestic agenda to overshadow his efforts
as chief architect of foreign policy five other chapters focus on aspects of lbj s domestic policies that have been
largely neglected women s rights native americans agriculture civil disorder and fiscal policy whether responding to
urban riots or balancing different versions of the 1964 farm bill johnson emerges as a president who never lost sight
of the political ramifications of his actions and whose legacy is often more complicated than is usually recognized all
of these writings attest to the complexities of lyndon johnson a larger than life leader whose guiding principles can t
always be reduced to the catch phrases he himself and others have employed the new perspectives and revelations
they provide point students scholars and presidential buffs alike toward a much more enlightened view of this
fascinating figure

Looking Back at LBJ
2005

the biography of nevada senator alan bible

Senator Alan Bible and the Politics of the New West
1994

totally revised and updated this classic history of the 110 members of the u s supreme court addresses the vital
questions of why individual justices were nominated to the highest court how their nominations were received
whether the appointees ultimately lived up to the expectations of the american public and what their legacy was on
the development of american law and society enhanced by photographs of every justice from 1789 to 2007
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Parliamentary Debates (Hansard).
1979

in memory of barbara odgen hooks by ann parker

J. W. Fulbright, Democratic Senator from Arkansas
1972

includes music unaccompanied melodies

The Prodigal South Returns to Power
1978

this resource contains antisemitic and racist content

U.S. News & World Report
1968-04

a biography of lyndon johnson the texas senator who became the thirty sixth president

Democratic Digest
1960

a biography of lyndon johnson the texas senator who become the thirty sixth president

Parliamentary Debates, Senate, Weekly Hansard
1979

a close up but objectively tempered portrait of lyndon johnson in the white house and on his texas ranch with
anecdotes that clarify his public and private actions

Justices, Presidents, and Senators
2008

Challenge to Socialism
1959

Pillar of Fire
1998

The Bridge to the 21st Century
2002

... and Other Dirty Stories
1968

Washington Observer Newsletter
1968
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